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The Ultimate Guide to Using 
Thick Plastic Mailers for Your 

Business Shipping Needs 

 

In the world of e-commerce, the shipping process is the final, crucial step in ensuring 

customer satisfaction. The right packaging not only protects your product but also reflects 

your brand’s commitment to quality. Thick plastic mailers have emerged as a reliable option 

for businesses looking to enhance their shipping process. These durable mailers offer superior 

protection against the elements, ensuring that your products arrive in pristine condition. And 

when it comes to choosing the right supplies, plastic shipping bags are a versatile and robust 

choice for businesses of all sizes. 

Why Choose Thick Poly Mailers? 
Thick poly mailers are designed to withstand the rigors of transit. Here are several reasons 

why they should be your go-to shipping solution: 

• Durability: Made from high-quality materials, these mailers resist tears, punctures, and 
water, safeguarding your items from shipping hazards. 

• Security: The self-sealing adhesive strips provide a secure closure, keeping your items safe 
until they reach their destination. 

• Cost-Effectiveness: Lightweight yet strong, thick poly mailers can reduce your shipping costs 
compared to heavier packaging options. 

Can You Ship an Item in a Plastic Bag? 
The question often arises, “Can you ship an item in a plastic bag?” The answer is a 

resounding yes, especially when you choose thick plastic mailers. These are not your average 

plastic bags; they are specially designed for shipping and come with features that make them 

postal-friendly. 
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Maximizing Protection with Thick 
Plastic Mailing Bags 
When shipping delicate or irregularly shaped items, thick polythene mailers provide an extra 

layer of protection. Here’s how they keep your products safe: 

• Cushioning: Some thick mailers come with built-in bubble wrap, offering cushioning that can 
absorb shocks and impacts. 

• Weather Resistance: Their impermeable surface protects against rain, snow, and dirt, 
keeping contents clean and dry. 

• Tamper-Evident: Any unauthorized attempts to open the mailer will be clearly visible, adding 
an extra level of security. 

Customization and Branding 
Opportunities 
Customization is key in standing out in the crowded online marketplace. Thick poly mailers 

offer ample opportunities for branding: 

• Custom Sizes: Tailor the size of your mailers to fit your products perfectly, reducing waste 
and presenting a professional image. 

• Branding: Print your logo, brand colors, and marketing messages directly onto the mailers 
for increased brand recognition. 

Eco-Friendly Options for Sustainable 
Shipping 
As businesses become more environmentally conscious, thick poly mailers rise to the 

challenge with eco-friendly options: 

• Recyclable Materials: Many thick mailers are made from recyclable materials, aligning with 
green business practices. 

• Reusable Designs: Some mailers feature dual adhesive strips, allowing them to be reused, 
which reduces waste and encourages sustainability. 

Choosing the Right Supplier: PolyPak 
Packaging 
Selecting the right supplier for your thick plastic mailers is crucial. PolyPak Packaging stands 

out as a leader in the industry, offering: 

• Quality Assurance: With a reputation for high-quality products, you can trust that your 
shipping needs are in good hands. 
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• Custom Solutions: PolyPak Packaging specializes in custom designs, ensuring that your 
mailers meet your exact specifications. 

• Customer Service: Their team provides exceptional service, guiding you through the 
selection process to find the best packaging solutions for your business. 

Conclusion 
Thick plastic mailers are an excellent investment for businesses seeking reliable, cost-

effective, and customizable shipping solutions. With the ability to protect your products and 

promote your brand, they are an indispensable tool in your shipping arsenal. Partner 

with PolyPak Packaging to elevate your shipping strategy and leave a lasting impression on 

your customers. Contact PolyPak today to explore your options and find the perfect plastic 

shipping bags for your business needs. 
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